
Photoshoot 2 Plan 
Date : Wednesday.16.17. 

Time: 16:30-19:30 

Location -  studio I booked from a local photographer [PHILLIP LEWIS- 

http://www.lincolnphotographycourse.co.uk/]  
 
Firstly I will check all costume and props to see if all are in good condition and also which I feel will 
most suit this particular photoshoot and which will suit my chosen model well. 
 
I will then once at the studio check all my equipment is working for example; lighting equipment, 
my camera, cables etc. once this is all thoroughly checked to see if working correctly  I will  do a 
few test shots just to check the lighting and what type of effect I want and what aperture setting 
work best at the time and to match with my model. 
 
 
I aim to use a model who is more mature in age (= in her late 30’s.) I have chosen her for this shoot 
due to fact she has had experience many years ago and also I feel for this particular section of my 
theme (Mystery Tales In Wonderland.) My chosen model would really work well for this.  She is also 
a natural pretty looking woman so therefore is often photogenic. 
 
I aim to style my model [Karla Holmes] in a way that represents dark fantasy. My theme  overall is 
a mixture between dark fantasy, fantasy and surreal photographs. All of which give a sense of 
mystery which I find really enjoyable in any photograph. I will represent this dark fantasy theme 
using harsh lighting, using the rectangle gridded softbox, for a more half contrasted,full body 
portrait which will give it a more stern affect and work very effectively. I may also try to achieve 
slightly more softer looks in my photoshoot and will achieve this by using 
a softbox square, The silver interior helps increase the light, and the result is soft which would 
again give that elegant look. The larger the softbox, the more diffused the light will be. Linking the 
square soft box I may also test out I will also use some other lighting but most likely focus on these 
3. 
 
As far as the actual set look, I have a  organised costume ready. I have paired a deep red, 
elegant,silk, ball dress. The deep red and silk ball dress really works well with the contrast of the 
models natural black hair and also with abit of editing I have this idea to contrast it also against 
some extra white and pale skin as I feel these 3 selected things will really work well as a 
composition. I have chosen this, as I have this idea of almost a bride with some psychotic issues. The 
reason I have this idea is  due to the fact I am setting the majority of this photoshoot on the theme 
dark fantasy and feel that also my title of this whole project is ‘Mystery Tales In Wonderland.’ 
which links almost to the book/film of ‘Alice In Wonderland.’ In Alice in wonderland they have a lot 
of mysterious,illusion,and surreal photographs which I feel in this photoshoot I aim to really 
achieve but in a slightly darker way. 
 

http://www.lincolnphotographycourse.co.uk/


To assure any model’s offering to model for any of my photoshoots I aim to provide the 
following; access to W/C - toilets, refreshments and access to a room or an private area to get 
changed if needed.  
 
I will be asking my model to do a range of effective poses, such as hand movement, different types 
angles, different positioning etc but will be looking back to my research I had done on other 
photographers work and look at the images that inspired me to help me through my shoots. 
 
 
 
 

 


